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Abstract
Animal societies rely on interactions between group-members to effectively communicate and
coordinate their actions. To date, transmission properties of interaction networks formed by di-
rect physical contacts have been extensively studied for many animal societies and in all cases
found to inhibit spreading. Direct interactions do not, however, represent the only viable path-
ways. When spreading agents can persist in the environment, indirect transmission via ‘same-
place, different-time’ spatial coincidences becomes possible. Previous studies have neglected
these indirect pathways and their role in transmission. Here, we use rock ant colonies, a model
social species whose flat nest geometry, coupled with individually-tagged workers, allowed us
to build temporally- and spatially-explicit interaction networks in which edges represent either
direct physical contacts or indirect spatial coincidences. We show how the addition of indirect
pathways allows the network to enhance or inhibit the spreading of different types of agent. This
dual-functionality arises from an interplay between the interaction-strength distribution gener-
ated by the ants’ movement, and environmental decay characteristics of the spreading agent.
These findings offer a general mechanism for understanding how interaction patterns might be
tuned in animal societies to control the simultaneous transmission of harmful and beneficial
agents.
2
Introduction
Over the last 20 years, numerous detailed studies of individual behaviour in animal societies
have revealed that adaptive collective behaviours, such as flocking, shoaling, and swarming, all
emerge from numerous localized interactions between group members. Some of the most ad-
vanced animal societies are found in the eusocial insects — the ants, bees, wasps and termites
— which, although representing only 2% of all insect species, contribute more than 75% of
all insect biomass [1]. Life within a social insect colony involves frequent exchanges of infor-
mation between the workers. These exchanges take place over two major pathways: (i) direct
‘same-place, same-time’ interactions such as physical contacts [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7], and (ii) indi-
rect ‘same-place, different-time’ interactions where workers influence the behaviour of others
through modification of the shared environment [8, 9]. Depending upon the context, these path-
ways function to transmit information [10, 2], materials [11], or both [12]. A major problem
such societies face is that the concentration of so many closely-related individuals at a single
location renders them particularly vulnerable to disease. It is therefore intuitive to expect that
the interaction patterns underlying the social organization should have evolved to facilitate the
efficient dissemination of beneficial materials such as food [3] or information-bearing chemicals
[10], whilst also inhibiting the spread of harmful pathogens [13, 14, 15, 16] (henceforth we term
beneficial materials or information and pathogens as ‘agents’). At present it is far from clear how
interaction patterns can be structured in space and time to satisfy these competing requirements,
or the mechanisms that animal societies might employ to modulate their propagation.
Most recent work on interaction patterns in humans [17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22], other mam-
mals [23, 24, 25, 26], and social insects [6, 27, 13, 14, 3, 4, 5, 28, 23] has focused on building
empirical networks derived from sequences of direct interactions. These generally include face-
to-face encounters [21] or physical contacts and are often termed ‘close proximity interactions’
(CPIs) [19]. In all cases these types of network have been found to inhibit spreading when
compared to null-models in which individuals are ‘well-mixed’ with interactions between indi-
viduals being neither biased, preferential nor assortative [18, 19, 20, 4, 21, 29].
Building networks solely from CPIs ignores the fact that when individuals have the po-
tential to deposit agents within the environment, and when those agents show environmental
persistence (e.g., pheromones with low evaporation rates in the case of information-carrying
materials, or virulent ‘sit-and-wait’ pathogens [30] in the case of disease), indirect transmis-
sion by spatial coincidence becomes possible [31, 32]. Whilst researchers of collective animal
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behaviour have long appreciated that the shared environment can be used as a spatial interme-
diary for indirect communication [8, 9, 33, 34, 35, 12], they are only beginning to quantify the
important role of indirect interactions in the transmission of differing types of agents, such as
pathogens [36, 37, 38, 39, 40]. The general absence of indirect transmission pathways from
previous studies of spreading processes over aggregated animal interaction networks (but see
[31]), means that the emerging picture of information and disease spread in animal societies is
based on an incomplete sampling of the total interaction space.
To address these shortcomings, we developed a modelling framework in which both in-
teraction types are incorporated within a temporally- and spatially-explicit network abstraction
(Fig. 1a). Individuals are represented by vertices and both direct and indirect interactions by
directional and weighted edges. Unlike many standard network analyses where repeated inter-
actions on a particular edge are aggregated over time [14, 27, 13, 3, 5, 28, 6, 24, 22, 25, 41],
we capture the temporal ordering of individual interactions as this imparts qualitatively different
transmission properties to the resulting networks [19, 20, 4, 21, 29].
In our framework, an interaction occurs whenever two ants, i and j, visit the same loca-
tion (within a 1 mm threshold; Fig. 1a). Simultaneous visits result in a direct ‘same place, same
time’ interaction, whereas a delay between the two visits leads to an indirect ‘same place, differ-
ent time’ interaction. The time that elapses between the two visits is termed the intersect delay
τi→j . As the transmission probability for any given interaction will be influenced by the length
of this delay, and also the environmental persistence of the agent, we define a time ordered net-
work in which each interaction defines a single edge whose weight reflects both of these factors
(Fig. 1a; Materials and Methods). To capture the environmental decay that an agent experiences
when deposited in the environment, all interactions were assigned weights that decay at a rate α
in accordance with the intersect delay τi→j (Fig. 1; Materials and Methods). Because there is no
delay associated with direct encounters, τi→j = 0, transmission via these CPIs is more likely to
be successful. Hence, we represented these by maximally weighted edges with a fixed value of
1. All interactions then lie along a continuum with weaker indirect interactions occupying the
bulk of the edge-weight distribution and strong direct CPIs representing only a limiting case. It
should be noted that spreading via spatial coincidence also constrains the directionality of the
edges that represent them. Specifically, as information or material can only propagate forwards
in time, indirect interactions are only able to transmit from a sender to receiver, thus edges repre-
senting them are uni-directional. In contrast, the simultaneous co-location of individuals during
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a CPI leads to edges forming in both directions enabling bi-directional transmission. Finally, to
quantify how well an agent with a given environmental persistence might propagate over a net-
work, we implemented the commonly used stochastic Susceptible-Infected (SI) epidemic model
to simulate its spread [42, 29] (Materials and Methods).
Environmental decay rates of different real-world spreading agents can vary over many
orders of magnitude; pheromone trails may fade away within a few minutes [33] or endure for
several days [34], and similarly the off-host half-life of viral pathogens varies between a few
minutes or hours [43] to hundreds of days [36]. Such huge natural variation raises the question
of whether animal interaction networks are able to selectively modulate the dissemination of
different agents with varying decay characteristics, and if so, how?
We sought to tackle these questions by applying our modelling framework to experi-
mental data that we collected on the within-nest trajectories of individuals in 15 Temnothorax
albipennis ant colonies (Supplementary Information, Section 1.1). T. albipennis was chosen
first because it is a recognised model social system in which high-fidelity tracking of individual
spatial trajectories (necessary for the identification of spatial coincidence) is possible, and sec-
ond because it is possible to perform controlled manipulations of the society. By systematically
varying the agent decay rate in the SI simulations over the real-world ant interaction networks,
we obtained the predicted transmission properties of the ant networks for a range of different
agents, from quickly decaying ephemeral agents that could only exploit direct interactions, to
persistent agents that could additionally utilize weaker indirect pathways (Fig. 1b). Through
comparison with null-model networks that control for spatial and temporal heterogeneity aris-
ing from the observed patterns of ant movement, we explored how the behaviour of individual
ants generates the colony-level mixture of direct verses indirect interactions and how general
network features support the overall transmission properties.
Results
Indirect pathways alter network transmission properties
To characterize the transmission of agents across the empirical ant networks we performed ap-
proximately 300 million stochastic SI model simulations (Supplementary Information, Section
1.3). Unlike normal SI models where the agent is characterized by a single infection prob-
ability ps that represents the likelihood a direct interaction results in successful transmission
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[19, 44, 45, 29], the potential for an agent to also be deposited in the environment required the
additional specification of a decay rate α controlling the probability of indirect transmission
(Fig. 1; Materials and Methods).
The importance of indirect pathways was confirmed by simulating the SI model over a
range of ps and α values to obtain the transmission parameter-space for each colony (Supple-
mentary Information, Figs. S1–S2), and then comparing the parameter spaces of these more
comprehensive networks with those of a different study of T. albipennis colonies in which only
direct physical contacts were collected [4]. As standard CPI-based networks assume that agents
never leave the host, the environmental decay rate α has no effect on transmission (Fig. 2a).
However, when indirect transmission becomes possible, it is found to play a dominant role
(Fig. 2b). This allows agents with very low infection probabilities to spread throughout an en-
tire society if their decay rates are sufficiently low.
Spatial movement patterns enable transmission duality
Having shown that inclusion of indirect pathways strongly shape network transmission proper-
ties, we next attempted to understand how these properties are generated from the underlying
ant movements within the nest. We compared the ant networks to an ensemble of networks
generated by a spatial null-model in which the trajectories of individual ants possessed similar
statistical properties to those observed, but which lacked the marked spatial fidelity exhibited by
individuals to different areas within the nest [46, 47, 48, 6]. To generate a synthetic null-model
trajectory from real ant data, each trajectory was permuted by randomly sampling from the
observed step-length and turn-angle distributions (Supplementary Information, Fig. S6). This
ensured the absence of spatial fidelity in the synthetic trajectories, whilst other statistics were
preserved. As the individual trajectories in this spatial null-model are effectively correlated
random walks [49] (CRWs), we refer to these networks as such (Materials and Methods; Sup-
plementary Information, Fig. S5–S8; Supplementary Information, Section 1.2.1).
For each colony we ran SI simulations over the spatial null-model ensembles to extract
their network transmission properties (Fig. 2d). These were then compared with that observed in
the real colonies. The transmission parameter spaces of the ant networks exhibited a non-linear
transition from widespread to restricted infection as the agent decay rate α increased (Fig. 2b;
Fig. 2g-h; Supplementary Information, Figs. S1–S2 and Video S1). The close proximity of
ants inside the nest means that the spread of an agent may not always be avoidable. We there-
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fore also compared the extent of spreading between the real and CRW networks to see if the
ants’ interaction patterns enhance or inhibit the transmission of a given agent. Comparisons
with the spatial null-model revealed a duality in the colony-level parameter spaces. Faster-
than-expected spreading was observed for persistent (low-α) agents, and slower-than-expected
spreading for short-lived (high-α) agents (Fig. 2e), although most colonies were dominated by
inhibited spreading (Supplementary Information, Figs. S1–S2).
To explore how the overall network topology emerges from the underlying spatial interac-
tions, we considered a number of topological measures. It should be noted that the time-explicit
nature of the networks we derive means that some measures commonly used to analyse networks
must be considered in a time-varying context and in some cases new measures are required [29].
Two such measures include the pairwise interaction rate, and the mixture of (strong) direct and
(weaker) indirect interactions on a particular edge. These capture fundamental aspects of the
temporal interaction structure and are analogous to the degree distribution of a static network.
In the context of an animal society, such measures can help identify how differences in the spa-
tial fidelity of different individuals affect the frequency, type, and distribution of interactions that
occur between them. For example, an ant that shows fidelity to crowded areas such as the nest
centre, will likely have a greater proportion of (strong) direct interactions compared to one that
occupies the less crowded areas. Similarly, in species in which individuals show strong spatial
fidelity, interactions with nearby neighbours will be dominated by physical contacts.
We began by examining the interaction rate statistics for individual ants (Fig. 3) and pairs
of ants (Supplementary Information, Figs. S9–S10). Compared to the spatial null-model, the in-
dividual ants accumulated approximately 1.75 times as many interactions (Fig. 3a), and their
average intersect delays were 10–15% shorter (Fig. 3c). The co-occurrence of greater-than-
expected interaction rates and the dominance of inhibited spreading over most {ps,α} com-
binations (Supplementary Information, Figs. S1–S2) may seem paradoxical, however, the in-
teraction mixture was also strongly biased towards indirect interactions. Direct contacts were
rare (mean = 1.05%, SD = 0.31%, range = 0.66–1.88%), occurring one fifth less often than
expected (Fig. 3b; Supplementary Information, Table S3). Therefore, although individual-level
movement patterns elevate interaction rates, colonies reduce the occurrence of those events most
likely to allow rapid spreading, i.e., direct interactions. This partially explains the dominance
of spreading inhibition over most colonies transmission parameter spaces (see plots comparing
real with CRW networks in Supplementary Information, Figs. S1–S2).
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To understand how such transmission-duality arises, we calculated the network diameter
as it provides a simple measure of the distance between individuals. The diameter is calculated
as the longest of all shortest paths between every pair of individual within a network. Smaller
diameters allow more rapid spreading because agents require fewer steps when travelling be-
tween any pair of individuals [50]. To assess whether the transmission duality can be explained
by such a global property, we explored the variation of a weighted diameter measure (Supple-
mentary Information, Section 1.4) in both the real and CRW networks over a range of agent
decay rates.
The decay-dependent transition between spreading inhibition and enhancement (Fig. 4b,
Fig. S3) was found to directly correspond to the decay-dependent deviation of the observed
and expected network diameters (Fig. 4a, Fig. S1–S2). Most colonies showed clear decay-
dependent diameter crossovers in which short-lived agents (high-α) are faced with longer-than-
expected diameters. However, for increasingly-persistent agents (decreasing α), the diameter
progressively shortens until a crossover is reached at which point it falls below that in the spatial
null-model (Fig. 4a, Supplementary Information, Fig. S3).
The origin of this decay-dependence in the crossover between the diameters of the real
and spatial null-model, could be explained by considering two variables known to influence
the diameter: (i) the edge density that controls the number of alternative paths between pairs
of individuals, and (ii) the interaction mixture that modulates edge weights. Compared to the
CRW networks, the real colonies had greater edge densities (Fig. 3a) and the interaction mixture
was strongly biased towards indirect interactions (Fig. 3b). These features interact to produce
the transmission duality in the following way (Fig. 4c): for rapidly-decaying (high-α) agents,
indirect links are much weaker relative to direct contacts, therefore although the high edge den-
sity has a diameter-reducing influence over all α-values, at high-α it is insufficient to counteract
the diameter-raising effect of the bias towards indirect interactions. This leads to a larger-than-
expected diameter (Fig. 4a) and hence spreading inhibition (Fig. 4b). Conversely, for slowly-
decaying agents (low-α), indirect link weights increase relative to direct contacts (Materials
and Methods, Equation 1), rendering them viable for transmission. Thus, for persistent agents
both features independently produce diameter-lowering effects in the ant networks, resulting in
enhanced spreading.
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Temporal activity patterns enable transmission duality
In addition to imperfect mixing in space, it has recently been shown that imperfect mixing in
time also causes slower-than-expected transmission over time-ordered networks [44, 51]. A
well-known example is the non-Poissonian nature of human communications where activity is
clustered into bursts with long inter-cluster intervals [52, 53]. As ant activity patterns cover the
full non-Poissonian spectrum from individual-level intermittency [54] to cyclical colony-level
activity waves [55], we expected the timings of the ants interactions to exhibit non-Poissonian
temporal statistics. To test this, we compared the ant networks to a set generated by the com-
monly used ‘Randomly-Permuted times’ (RP) temporal null-model [29] in which interaction
time-stamps are randomly reshuffled among interactions on different edges (Materials and Meth-
ods; Supplementary Information, Section 1.2.2; Supplementary Information, Figs. S5, S7–S8).
The distribution of the waiting times between repeated interactions on edges ∆ti→j showed the
hallmark of non-Poissonian behaviour with the occurrence of ‘bursty’ (clustered) interactions,
as quantified by the coefficient of variation CV∆ti→j (see Supplementary Information, Section 1.5
and Fig. S8). Destruction of this feature in the RP networks resulted in enhanced spreading in
most cases. Furthermore, the temporal organisation of interactions in the ant networks produced
another transmission duality, though the decay-dependence of the enhancement-inhibition was
the opposite of that seen in the CRW networks. Transmission of persistent (low-α) agents was
inhibited, while transmission of ephemeral agents was enhanced, but to a lesser extent (Fig. 2e;
Supplementary Information, Figs. S1–S2).
As with the CRW networks, the deviation between the real and RP network diameters
to varying agent decay rates should be related to the transmission duality. However, because
the time-aggregated representation of the RP networks are identical to the originals (the RP
procedure conserves the total number of interactions, the interaction mixture and the intersect
delay distribution on each edge; Supplementary Information, Fig. S8), such topological features
cannot explain the slightly reduced diameter of the RP networks at low-α (Supplementary In-
formation, Fig. S3) or the corresponding low-α spreading inhibition (Fig. 2e; Supplementary
Information, Fig. S1–S2). These deviations must instead arise from differences in the temporal
organisation of events in the real and RP networks.
To understand how the temporal organisation differs across these networks and how such
differences generate a mechanism for transmission duality, we focused on the mean and variance
of the waiting times between successive interactions on a given edge (Supplementary Informa-
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tion, Fig. S8). The mean waiting time for a given edge ∆ti→j acts like the edge density in the
spatial duality mechanism; the shorter the mean delay, the greater the arrival-rate of opportu-
nities for an agent to jump between individuals, and hence the lower the diameter. However,
variation in the waiting time has the opposite effect; spreading is inhibited by ‘bursty’ waiting
time distributions, i.e., those with long tails representing occasional extremely long intervals be-
tween interactions [52, 53]. Therefore, in order for spreading to be enhanced, the ant networks
should show either: (i) shorter-than-expected waiting times between events, or (ii) lower-than-
expected waiting time variation (burstiness), or both, with the converse applying for spreading
inhibition. The ant networks show both effects with 18% of the edges’ ∆ti→j displaying sta-
tistically significant deviations from the expectation, of which 98% are shorter-than-expected
(Supplementary Information, Fig. S11), and 40% of edges’ CV∆ti→j being significant, of which
98% displayed more clustering than expected (Supplementary Information, Fig. S12). However,
these differences do not explain the decay-dependence of the transition (Fig. 2f).
The cause of the decay-dependence was found in the observation that α induces a bias
in the interactions that the agent can utilise. Persistent agents can make use of all interaction
types (low- to high-τ ), but short-lived agents are limited to the smaller set of direct (or low-
τ ) interactions. Because agents with differing decay rates are restricted to different sets of
interactions, a decay-dependence can arise if the distribution of the waiting times between direct
(or low-τ ) interactions, is not equivalent to that between indirect (or high-τ ) interactions.
We tested this conjecture by performed edge-thresholding [6]. An intersect delay thresh-
old τmax was defined and all interactions with associated intersect delay greater than this were
removed. Networks subjected to τmax = 0 contained only direct edges, whereas higher τmax
thresholds produced networks with a mixture of interaction strengths. All real and RP networks
were thresholded over a range of τmax values and the mean waiting time for each edge and co-
efficient of variation calculated. Finally, both the observed values for these were expressed as
a quotient of the mean expected values predicted by the RP networks. The edge-thresholding
showed that both Obs/Exp ∆ti→j and Obs/Exp CV∆ti→j increase as τmax is raised (Supplemen-
tary Information, Fig. S4). The enhanced spreading of ephemeral (high-α) agents compared to
the temporal null-model expectation (Fig. 2e) is thus explained by the bias of such agents to-
wards low-τ interactions, which have both shorter-than-expected waiting times and appear more
regularly than expected.
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Colony demographics govern spreading characteristics
A key benefit of using T. albipennis was the ability to perform controlled manipulative studies.
Although the spatial and temporal null-models had allowed us to explore randomised networks
containing some conserved attributes of the real colonies, we wanted to also understand how
changes in the ants behaviours might influence key topological features of the interaction net-
works. As raising a brood item from egg to eclosion requires both a substantial investment of
time, energy and a considerable degree of coordination of the adult workers [1, 46], we chose to
manipulate the amount of brood across the colonies (Supplementary Information, Section 1.1).
This enabled us to alter the collective labour demands (e.g., feeding, grooming, etc), and as the
brood take up space within the nest, also influence the spatial distributions of direct and indirect
interactions.
These manipulations revealed that colonies containing many brood had lower interac-
tion rates (Fig. 5a), interaction mixtures biased towards weaker indirect interactions (Fig. 5b),
and longer average delays between spatial coincidences (Fig. 5c). Such changes in network
structure all contribute to reduced transmission efficiency (Fig. 5d). Moreover, as these factors
together increase network diameter (Fig. 4c), the α crossover point between inhibited and en-
hanced spreading regimes also was became reduced (Fig. 5e). This leads to parameter-space
transmission plots for colonies with many brood being dominated by large regions of inhibited
spreading, with only extremely slowly decaying agents seeing enhanced spread (Supplementary
Information, Figs. S1–S2). Such modification of behaviour by the ants show their capability
to dynamically alter interaction structures and thus significantly influence overall transmission
properties.
There is no reason to assume that the reduced interaction rate in the presence of many
brood originates from workers actively avoiding interactions. A more parsimonious explana-
tion is that it is a consequence of the task-demands associated with the brood. For example,
a greater number of brood requires that workers spend more time caring for brood items. As
the brood are stationary, the overall worker movement rate is reduced, which hence reduces the
rate that workers encounter one another. Indeed, ‘slow’ colonies (defined by the mean duration
individuals spent standing still – the ‘stop duration’), had interaction mixtures that were biased
away from the strong direct interactions, towards the weaker indirect interactions. Although this
relationship was on the border of statistical significance (Supplementary Information, Table S2),
it supports theoretical predictions that low movement rates should inhibit spreading in animal
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societies [14].
Discussion
From the pheromone trails of army ants [8] and the honey pots of bumblebees [12], to the
symbolic cave paintings of early humans or the graffiti of today, indirect exchange of material
or information is pervasive throughout the animal kingdom. Yet the recent interest in spreading
processes over human [17, 18, 19, 20, 21] and animal [23, 6, 13, 3, 4, 28, 24, 25, 26] contact
networks has neglected this important pathway.
Perhaps our most striking finding was that a single interaction network in which interac-
tions follow a precise ordering in time, and are physically embedded in space, is able to either
enhance or inhibit spreading, depending upon the environmental decay characteristics of the
agent in question. It should be emphasized that this duality is not a contradiction in terms: a
given network may only either enhance or inhibit an agent with a given environmental persis-
tence. Clearly claims about the presence of such phenomena are dependent upon the nature of
the null-model chosen for network comparisons. Therefore, as the ant networks possessed both
spatial and temporal dimensions, we considered two. The first was with a novel null-model
where movement patterns of individual ants were used to generate an ensemble of correlated
spatially-constrained correlated random walks (CRWs; Supplementary Information, Figs. S5,
S8). Because interactions between random walks are random, the distribution of interactions
in time and space is also random with respect to the physical constraints imposed by the nest.
Hence, these synthetic trajectories represented our primary null-model. The second comparison
was with a ‘legacy’ temporal ‘Randomly-Permuted times’ null-model (see [29] and references
therein) that shuffles the timing of interactions (Supplementary Information, Fig. S8), but which
does not preserve associated features within the spatial domain, such as the requirement for bio-
logically reasonable trajectories underlying the interaction timings (Supplementary Information,
Fig. S5). The temporal null-model fails to preserve the spatial characteristics of the interactions
because as it consists of a simple permutation of the event-ordering, it introduces randomness
at a higher organizational level — that of the network. This differs from the spatial null-model,
which operates at a more fundamental level — that of individual trajectories. Although it may
be possible to conceive of a more sophisticated temporal null-model that not only destroys non-
random structures in the time domain (which the RP procedure succeeds in doing), but also
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represents the result of interactions between a set of agents walking along realistic spatial trajec-
tories (which it does not), it is a non-trivial challenge and beyond the scope of this present study.
Nevertheless, the use of the temporal RP null-model allows a clear separation of the effects of
non-random ordering of interactions in time and non-random distributions of interactions arising
solely from spatial constraints.
It is tempting to suggest that the strong duality originating from the ants’ spatial fi-
delity may represent a strategy to enhance persistent-but-beneficial agents (e.g., home-range
pheromones with low evaporation rates [56]) whilst inhibiting ephemeral-but-harmful agents
(e.g., virulent pathogens with short off-host half-lives [30]). However, as pathogen decay rates
are also likely to be under strong selection, it could equally be the case that many harmful agents
exploit the enhanced spreading for persistent agents. To resolve this question, we searched the
literature for estimates of the environmental persistence of agents known to circulate on social
insect interaction networks, namely ant pheromones and pathogens (Supplementary Informa-
tion, Table S5). This resulted in a wealth of decay rates for pheromones, but did not reveal
any off-host decay rates (or half-life durations, from which the decay rate can be obtained) for
pathogens. Overall, pheromone decay rates were highly skewed towards low α values, and as
the ants’ movement patterns enhance the transmission of such agents (Fig. 2e), we expect that
individual spatial fidelity should enhance the dissemination of information carried by persistent
pheromones.
While it has been shown that ants can acquire the spores of at least two species of
pathogenic fungi simply by walking over contaminated surfaces, and that they sometimes die
from doing so [57], it seems likely that the absence of off-host decay rates for such agents is due
to the absence of studies searching for pathogens that use indirect transmission. Nevertheless,
there has been some progress towards a more comprehensive understanding of the role of envi-
ronmental persistence, at least for pathogens that represent direct threats to human health, e.g.,
avian influenza [36, 38], or agriculturally important species such as cattle [23, 58], deer [40], and
honey bees [59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64]. Therefore, until quantitative data on the environmental per-
sistence of social insect pathogens becomes available, we refrain from further speculation on the
extent to which their interaction networks can balance the transmission of beneficial materials
and information against the transmission of disease.
Despite the limited quantitative decay-rate estimates for different classes of real-world
agents, it is still possible to make quantitative inferences about the extent to which the ob-
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served interaction patterns could potentially balance the benefits associated with transmission
of a ‘good’ agent, against the costs associated with transmission of a ‘bad’ agent. The simplest
means of doing so is to assume the presence of two different agents, each with its own spreading
characteristics (ps, α), but now also with a given ‘utility’. This measures the extent to which the
agent benefits the ant society, or is detrimental to it. If the spread of the agents are independent
of one another, then the transmission plot shown in Fig. 2b provides the fraction of the popula-
tion that will be infected by each agent. Combining this fraction with the utility of the agent, it is
possible to calculate the net cost or benefit associated for the pair of agents (see Supplementary
Information S1, Section 1.8 and Fig. S13 for a detailed explanation of how utility values of each
agent can be incorporated into such analyses).
As the networks we have studied are generated from the movement of individuals living
in a society, it is appropriate to consider how generalizable our results will be to other animal
societies. Research is beginning to reveal that there are generic statistical features underlying
the spatial and temporal mobility patterns of individuals exhibiting some fidelity to a central-
place, be it a social insect nest, or a human city. One such feature is spatial recursion, which
originates from the fact that individuals living in a complex society, regularly travel to and from
one or several locations of interest, such as foraging grounds (e.g., restaurants), resting areas
(e.g., home), and work areas (e.g., schools, offices). Recursive behaviour has been described in
several ant species [46, 65, 6], and also in a range of species that are only distantly-related to
ants, including honeybees [66], bumblebees [47], wasps [48], amphibians [67], canids [68], un-
gulates [69, 70], non-human primates [71, 72, 73] and humans [74, 75, 71, 22]. Another generic
statistical property common to a diverse range of animal species is temporal intermittency. For
example, in humans, communication patterns, individual activity and movement show ‘bursty’
dynamics that are clustered in time [44]. We find that interactions in T. albipennis are also bursty
(Supplementary Information, Figs. S7 and S10). Therefore, because these spatial and tempo-
ral features of individual movement are seen across a diverse range of systems, it is natural to
predict that the generalities (but not the specifics) of our results might also be expected in other
animal societies.
In addition to the ‘same place, same time’ and ‘same place, different time’ interac-
tions considered here, a third class of interaction can also be defined, namely ‘different-place,
different-time’ interactions. This category describes cases where there is a time lag between
signal emission and receipt, and where the location of the sender at the time of sending is dif-
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ferent to the location of the receiver at the time of receipt. Alarm signalling and nest evacuation
in social insects fall into this category, as they are mediated by volatile pheromones that are
broadcast into the air by the sender [1]. For most social insect examples, both the time-delay
between signal emission and detection and the distances between sender and receive are often
short. However, the viability of this interaction type for distant transmission can change based
on the medium in which the society lives. In aquatic environments where currents and advective
flows are common, an agent that is secreted into the environment by a sender at one location
will form thin filaments extending downstream of the source. These may then be detected by a
far-removed receiver [76]. In such cases, one might expect fewer same-place, same time inter-
actions, fewer different time interactions, and more different-place interactions, simply because
the presence of an advective flow avoids the need to spend energy locating and contacting a
conspecific.
In this work we assumed that transmission of an agent would not disrupt the ants existing
behaviour. This is not always the case, with many group-living animals having evolved sophis-
ticated sensory mechanisms to detect the presence of both beneficial and harmful agents, and
modify their behaviour accordingly. Examples of detection and active responses to beneficial
substances (e.g., food, nestmate pheromones, etc) are well-known [8, 33], but active responses
by susceptible individuals to the presence of harmful agents have received less attention [77]. In
non-eusocial animal groups where the unit of selection is the individual, susceptible individuals
often avoid the infected individuals [77, 78], but in eusocial species such as the ants where the
unit of selection is the colony, infected individuals can commit altruistic suicide by abandon-
ing the colony, thus avoiding further contamination of the colony [79]. As we show through
our experimental manipulations, modifications of individual behaviour can significantly alter
the high-level structural features of the interaction networks, and so influence their efficiency
at disseminating different types of agent. Although the focus here was on studying real ant
colonies, an interesting future direction would be to use spatially and temporally explicit agent-
based models to theoretically investigate how different individual-level movement rules, and
how inter-individual variation in those movement rules, translates into the structural features
of the overall interaction networks. The major advantage of working at the level of individual
behavioural traits is that these generate physically realistic interaction networks that incorporate
constraints that might be present in the motility of individuals or the environment in which they
live. Such constraints are incredibly difficult to integrate into permutation-based approaches
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that work at a higher-level, such as the interaction networks themselves, to randomise various
statistical properties.
To summarise, our framework provides a foundation to better understand how the trans-
mission processes that occur across animal populations might emerge from the multitude of
different interaction types within them. Such a foundation is essential if we are to better under-
stand how group members might modulate their behaviours to influence the overall properties
of the society to which they belong.
Materials and Methods
Empirically derived interaction networks
We extracted two-dimensional spatial trajectories of ants as they moved within the nest by ex-
ploiting the flat nest geometry and individually-tagging colony members (Supplementary In-
formation, Section 1). For each of 15 colonies, time-ordered networks were derived from the
experimental spatial data by considering path crossings as weighted directional edges. An edge
from ant i → j was present at time t, if ant j was found at a location previously visited by
ant i. The edge weight was defined as a monotonically decaying function of the elapsed time
since i’s most recent visit, τi→j(t) (Fig. 1a). The edge weight was set such that direct interactions
were assigned a maximal weight of 1, and indirect spatial coincidences assigned weaker weights
modulated by the intersect delay. The decay was given an exponential form and parameterised
by a decay rate, α [56]. Specifically, the weight of an edge i→ j at time t was calculated as,
ωi→j(t) = e−ατi→j(t). (1)
If at time t ant j was not at one of i’s previously-visited locations, and if i and j were not in
physical contact, then ωi→j(t) = 0 (i.e., no edge was present).
Susceptible-Infected (SI) model
To simulate agent dissemination over these networks, we used an SI model parameterised by a
transition probability ps that was further modulated by the time-varying edge weights described
above. At each time point and for all pairs of ants, possible spreading from ant i → j at time t
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occurred with probability,
Pr(j → I, t) =
 ps ωi→j(t), if X(i, t− ωi→j(t)) = I,0, otherwise. (2)
Here, X(i, t) is the state of ant i at time t (either S = Susceptible or I = Infected), which al-
lowed us to ensure that the transmission pathways respected the time-ordering, i.e., transmission
was only possible if the sender was infected when historically at the location (Supplementary
Information, Section 1). For each simulation run, a single ant was defined as the initially in-
fected ‘seed’ and all others were designated as susceptible. For each {ps, α} combination, the
full range of initial conditions was exhausted by successively designating each ant as the seed.
Computational simulation of this process was performed by translating this description into an
evolving dynamical network [80, 81] and simulating using the NetEvo software library [82]
(http://www.netevo.org).
Null-models
The spreading characteristics of the real ant colonies were compared with that of a spatial and a
temporal null-model. For the spatial null-model each individual trajectory was compared with
a null trajectory ensemble of correlated random walks (CRWs), generated by re-sampling from
the observed step-length and turn-angle distributions (Fig. S6). This re-sampling ensured the
absence of spatial fidelity from the synthetic trajectories, whilst the other statistics present in
the original trajectory were preserved. For the temporal null-model we used the Randomly
Permuted times (RP) technique [29] to remove temporal clustering of interactions on edges: the
interaction event times on each edge were randomly shuffled, while ensuring that the count of
interactions on that edge remained constant (Fig. S8).
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Figure Captions
Figure 1: Inferring dynamic interaction networks from simultaneously-recorded spatial
trajectories. (a) Methodology for calculating time-varying edge weights for the dynamic inter-
action networks. Ant j intersects a previously visited location of ant i at t = 3, leading to an
intersect delay of τi→j(3) = 2 time-steps. Shaded circle represents the maximum transmission
distance, which we consider to be half a body-length (1 mm). Edge weight is calculated using
both the intersect delay τi→j and intrinsic decay rate α of the spreading agent. (b) The weight
of indirect interactions is modulated by the intrinsic decay rate of the transmitted agent.
Figure 2: Spreading processes are influenced by ant interaction characteristics and en-
vironmental persistence of the agent. (a–d) Parameter space transmission plots for the SI
model showing the final average proportion of infected ants for: (a) interaction network from
[4] composed purely of direct interactions, (b) interaction network for colony 15 where both di-
rect and indirect interactions are present (see Supplementary Information, Figs. S1–S2 for other
colonies), and interaction networks generated by the (c) spatial (CRW) and (d) temporal (RP)
null-models. (e–f) Deviation between the observed and expected transmission for the (e) spa-
tial and (f) temporal null-model networks as expressed by standardised Z-scores for colony 15
(blue and red regions indicate fewer or greater infected than expected, respectively). Leftmost
rugplots show the distribution of ant pheromone decay rates obtained from the literature (see
Supplementary Information, Table S5 for further information). (g) Utilization of direct and in-
direct pathways depends upon the decay rate α. In the time-ordered interaction networks (left
panels), edge grey-scale is proportional to the intersect delay; darker indicates shorter delay, red
indicates direct interaction. Blue lines trace the spread from a ‘seed’ ant. 3D boxes (right panels)
show the spatial spreading of the agent within the nest. Blue areas indicate the kernel-smoothed
infection intensity that captures the total integrated amount of infection contributed by all ants
in the colony to that point and directly relates to the chance of transmission.
Figure 3: Spreading efficiency of individual ants depends upon the extent to which their
interactions deviate from the spatial null-model expectation. Each point represents a single
ant (N = 216). Data shown for an infection probability ps = 0.4 and agent decay rate α = 0.001.
Solid lines show sigmoid (logistic) least-squares regressions (see Supplementary Information,
Table S3 for fit statistics). Marginal histograms show the distribution of the x-axis variable.
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Figure 4: Mechanism for transmission duality. (a) Comparison of the network diameters
for three colonies and their spatial (CRW) null-model networks for varying agent decay rate
α. Dashed lines denotes the α value at which a crossover in the diameters of the real and
CRW networks occurs. (b) Parameter space transmission plots showing regions of enhanced
(red) and inhibited (blue) spreading for the real colonies when compared to the CRW networks.
Dashed lines correspond to the crossover points in (a). (c) Illustration of how differences in the
total number of interactions, and the direct to indirect interaction bias can combine to produce
transmission duality for varying decay rate α. Nodes represent individuals, black edges direct
interactions and grey edges indirect interactions with line widths representative of their weight.
Figure 5: Experimental manipulation of colony brood demographics. Influence of brood
volume on the structure of the interaction networks covering, (a) total combined count of indi-
rect and direct interactions, (b) the proportion of direct interactions, and (c) average intersect
delay, as well as spreading characteristics such as (d) the proportion of infected individuals, and
(e) the α value of the duality crossover. Each point represents the mean for a single colony
(N = 15). Solid lines represent least-squares fits, dashed lines denote the 95% confidence inter-
val (see Supplementary Information, Table S2 for fit statistics). All observed to expected ratios
(Obs/Exp), and diameter crossovers are made by comparison with the spatial null-model.
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